Example 8: PSC takes member from TAO to a community event, provides a
rehab service in the car and at the event, spends some time at the event not
providing any billable services, then returns with the member to TAO.
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G: Roberto is a 44 y/o single Hispanic male. Due to lack of motivation and energy, feelings of hopelessness, and excessive anxiety, Roberto has difficulty interacting
with others and does not attend social activities where he can meet new people and make new friends. This is a problem for Roberto because he reports feeling
lonely and wishes he had a larger support network. For this reason, I met with Roberto at TAO today and accompanied him to the Zen Awards to help him manage his
anxiety and improve his social skills.
I: On the way to the event, I role-played with Roberto to help him practice interacting with others. Reviewed and practiced relaxation techniques that Roberto can use
at the event, such as deep breathing and progressive relaxation. At the event, I modeled appropriate behavior when interacting with others and encouraged Roberto
to initiate conversations with persons around him. Provided subtle prompts and feedback. Assured Roberto that he was doing well in order to increase his
self-confidence. Encouraged him to use the relaxation techniques we discussed on the way to the event. On the ride back to TAO, I reviewed with Roberto what he
had learned today and praised him for his efforts to engage with others despite his anxiety.
R: Roberto admitted that he was concerned he would say or do something foolish and was often more focused on himself than on what other people were saying. He
said this made it hard for him to interact naturally at first, but as the event progressed he was able to relax and shift more of his attention to the people around him.
P: Plan is to continue working with Roberto on improving his social competence and willingness to engage in conversations with others.
Note: There is no TT or NBTT on this note as I provided a billable service in the car.

Here I'm converting transportation time to service time by providing
a billable service in the car. Since I provided a rehab service both
ways, there's no NBTT left to account for. It's all service time now.
I was never alone in the car so there's no travel time either.
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Roberto is a 44 y/o single Hispanic male. I accompanied Roberto to the Zen Awards in Santa Ana today to help him manage his anxiety and improve his social skills
(see separate note). This note is to account for time I spent with Roberto at the event while providing no billable services.
Note: There is no travel time associated with this service as I provided a billable service in the car.

The event was several hours long and I wasn't doing rehab with
Roberto the whole time. I need to account for at least some of
the time in a non-billable note. The footnote isn't required, but I
want to make it clear I didn't forget to include travel time.
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The back of both notes is the same

